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ABSTRACT

A strictly hierarchical message transfer scheme requires that a

mes age follow a specified referral path unless finally it is either

rejected or filled at any one of the information ceuters of ehe net-

work. Thus at each node in the network three decisions can be made.:

satisfy, et or refer the message to the succeeding node in the

hierarchy. Associating probabilities and costs with each of these

decisions, we develop a Markcvian model for the total network cost.

The mean and variance of total cost are derived. Applicability of

the model is discussed by considering the problems related to the

estimation of necessary parameters. In particular, a queue theoretic

model is developed for estimating response time for a message at an

information center.



Introdu tion

In Nance, Korfhage and Bhat [1] an information network is defined as a

sextuple

N = C., A,

where the components of N are defined as below: The entities U, I and C are

the set of nodes in the network representing the users, information resources

and information centers respectively. We require that wLth each information

center cce there be associated a non-empty set ucU of users, or a non-empty set

id/ of information resources1, or both. A is the set of directed arcs on

UU/LIC where an arc <v1,v2> denotes that v2 is directly accessible from v1

and where each arc <v.,v.> joining nodes of C carries one or both of the labels
1

M -denotingpossiblemessage(request)transferfromv.to v or

d -denotingpossibledocument(respllsOtransferfromv.to v..

Finally, f and f' are mathematical functions that define the information transfer

structure of the network for the message and document transfers respectively.

Using the structural properties of C different types of networks are identi-

fied. One of these is the strictly hierarchical network and the pu pose of this

paper is to study some of its operational characteristics.

II. Strictly Hierarchical Messm_yransfe

Let

Structure

G = <C, arcs with label m joining nodes in C.;

then, from [1] we have the following definition.

An information network N is EAE-1.sply hierarchical if the graph obtained by

replacing all 2-cycles in G by an undirected edge is an undirected tree (see [2]

for graph theoretic terminology). In such a network any open path joining the

root to a leaf is called a limb. The message transfer structure (m.t.s.) in a

strictly, hierarchical network is illustrated in the following figure.

3
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In other words, in a strictly hierarchical network a message foll ws a

unique open path unless finally it is either rejected or filled at any one

of the information centers. In view of this, the strictly hiererchical net-

work has one of the most restrictive m.t-s.; and it imposes a unique ordering

on the referrals made in the network. Note that other m-t-s- also imply an

ordering on the referrals, though not necessarily unique, as demonstrated below.

Consider a network with centers C1, C2,...,CN and a message arriving at

an arbitrary center Ci If the message cannot be satisfied at Ci it can be

referred to one or more of the remaining centers for action. For operational

effectiveness this referral should take into account the likelihood of satis-

fying the message at a center and the associated message transfer costs. Let

be the probabilities that a message is satisfied at centers

...,CN respectively. Also let c be the cost of referring a message from

centerC.tocenterCThis cost contains two components: transmission cost
3

and processing cost. Any center involved in the message referral from Ci to

C. ill cause a transmission cost. A processing cost for a center is incurred

if the decision is to examine the message at that center before referral. For

the present discussion we assume only transmission costs for the intermediate

centersinthereferralpathsfromC.to C

Under the above assumptions consider a sequent al order of centers for

message referrals based on the following scheme.

Let

and

{c-c.
o

s. f u c.
ik

ik+1
es_

c.
min ikj
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This implies that the center C. in the referral path of a messagei
16-1

originatittg at Ci is chosen so as to minimize the cost/prdbability ratio

c. with regard to the information centers not covered by the message sok h.

far. By a slight generalization of [3], this scheme can be shown to result

in the least expected cost for the entire message referral process.

This, we feel, is a sufficient justification to consider the strictly

hierarchical network for mere extensive analysis. In view of the uncertainties

involved in the m-t-so a stochastic model for the referral scheme and the

associated costs can be used to seek a better understanding of their economic

implications. The effectiveness of the network structure and operation is

reflected in the mean and variance of the total cost for the m.t.s. These

characteristics also serve as useful criteria for the design of skaular networks.

III. A Probabilistic Model for Network Cost

Let Cl,C21... be the L centers constituting a single limb in a strictly

hierarchical networic such that C
1 is the root and C is the leaf. The message

referral path is then given by CL,C...,Ci. Associated with each center

are three outcomes with respect to each message: rejection, satisfaction or

referral to the next center in the limb. For a given message currently at center

Ciletpli_vpwandprespectively be the probabilities of these outcomes.

In constructing a probabilistic model for network cost we shall use the

theory of finite Markev chains [4,5]. In order to model the message transfer

process in a hierarchical network as a Harkov chain, we identify the L centers

as L states for the process and add two absorbing states C...1 and co. These

indicate the mode of ultimate disposition of the message. State C
-1 represents
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final rejection of the message and state Co, a satisfactory disposition. At

any time the message transfer process can be considered to be occupying any

one of the L+2 states

{C_/,CO3C1,C2,...,CL}.

It should be noted that once a messago reaches either of the states C and C-1 0'

it remains there with probability 1. This is represented in the transition

probability matrix given below.

F

-1 0 1 2 3 .. L-1 L

1 0 0 0 0 .. 0

I0 1 p 0 0 .. 0

P1,-1 P10 ° °
0 .. 0

I

P2,-1 P20IP21 0 0 ..

-1 P30

0

0 p32 0 .. 0

0 0

We represent the matrix F as

(3.1)

(3.2)

where I, R and Q correspond to the partitions made in .1).

Let c
j

(i=1,2...L, j= -1,0,1,2... I.) be the cost associated with a transaction
i

from state C to C. in one step. This'may be the actual cost of message transfer
3

or delay encoun ered in a transaction or a combination of the two. At this stage

we shall assume the existence of such costs for the model. Subsequently we

explore the possibilities of using response time as part of a cost function.
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The cost c.. can be assumed either random or deterministic. When assumed
1.3

random, we denote its first two moments by

and

=

nij

Let K be the total network cost in a given length of time. This is

comprised of costs of messages originating at different centers. Let mi be

the cost associated with a message originating at center Ci, before eventually

tit is either rejected or filled by one of the centers in the network. Whenever

the message is referred to state j, certain costs are incurred based on the

possible actions taken. These are

(1) rejection with cost

(3. 3)

(3.4)

(2) satisfaction with cost c.
JO

(3) referral with cost ci,j_l.

Let m. 'be the cost associated with such a visit so that

= X ra. . .

j=1

For m.. We have

with probability pi,_1

clo with probability pio
with probability rlipi.4

(3.5)

(3. 6)



and

Let

M =13
i-1,j

P..

__,
kC.

2
v.= m..

3.3 3.3

with probability pi,...1-Fpio

with probability

j < i. (3.7)

(3. 8)

(3.9)

for j=1,2,...,L=Thematriceswith.bnd a..
2

as elements are denOted byPIj

M and S respectively.

In the following section we use relations (3.6) and (3.7) to derive ex-

ij
apressions tor p and (i=1,2,...,L) and the total network cost K.

2 j

IV. Mean and Variance of Messa e Referral Cost

Taking expectations of (3.6) and (3.7) we get

Let

p_=p

M
D

Pll
p
22

0

0
PLL

j <

i-1

Now, expressing (4.1) and (4.2) in matrix notations we get

M = MD -I- QM

or

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

M = (I-0-1MD

provided (I-Q)-1 exists.
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1 0 0

-P21

(I-Q) = 0 p
--32

1

is non-singular with inverse

(1-
-1

1

* 0

PL,L-1

P21

P32P21

PL,L-119L-1,1,-2"P21

0 . 0

1

(4,6)

(4.7)

thus giving an explicit expression for M.

Let n. 'be the number of mes ages originating at center C. (i=1,2,...

during a given period. Then, the expected value of the total network cost K

can be expressed as

E(K) = X n_
il j=1

Ifn.is A random variable, we get

E(K) = E(n.)
i=1 j=-1

10

(4.8)

(4.9)
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To derive the corresponding variances of costs, we square both sides of

equations (3.6) and (3.7), to get

2

c - with probability pi

m_ 2
= c with probability p.0 (4.10)

2

2
with probability

and when j <

2
m..
ij

0 with probability

2
with probability

Taking expectations we can write

2E(m)
Pi,-1 li,-1 PiOnie ,i-lni,i-1

and

2
E(m.. 2 j <

ij Pi,i- 1-1,j

Writing

and

11 = Pi PiOli

H =

0

0

We obtain as before

2-11E(m.-.)11
(I-Q) 1H

(4:11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

where we have used Ilx..11 to denote the matrix with xij

(:

as elements. Let

2 2 2
Ull 112 UlL \

-2L

2 *2
U

(4.17)

U21 U22
22 2

2
L1 UL2 ULL
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Then we can write

S (I-Q)
-1

- 142.

To derive the variance of the total cost K we also need

E( m..)2].
j=1 3-3

We have

m
i

= m...
j=1

From .6) and (3.7) we get

i -1

m. = cio

(4.18)

(4.19)

with probability pi1

with probability pio (4.20)

+m. with probabilityci,i-1 x-1

Squaring both sides of (4.20) and taking expectations we get

E(14.) Pi,-1fli -1 4- PiOni0 Pi,i-lni,i-1

2

pi,i-lE(mi- 2p1,1_ E(e (4.21)

In the hierarchical network structure and . can be assumed to be
ci,i-1

m
1-1

independent random variables; hence

E(ci
1 i-1) Yi,i-lPi-1

where we-have written y vi E(mi).
j=1 "LJ

Let

0 0

0

0

0

0

.

0

0

PL,L-1YL,L-1

0

o
.:)P21Y21

12

(4.22)

(4.23)



In matrix notation (4.24) can then be written as

TIL

which on re-arrangement gives

= (I -Q
-1 +2r

+2r (4.24)

(4.25)

Let n. 'be the number of messages originating at center Ci, as assumed

2
before.WealsoassumethatE(n.)and E(11-;) exist and are known. Let

(I) (2) 1
mi , mi ,...,mi bethecos-sassociatedwiththesen.messages. Total

1

cost of all the messages originating at center C
1
is given by

K (1) (2)m rn

We assume that costs m(r) (r- .are independent of the number of

messages ni. The variance of this sum is given by

n.
= V(n) 2 + E(n )V(m_

When n 's are deterministic, we have

_.(r)

mi
r=1

= n V

13

(4.26)

(4.27)
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For the total cost K, we have

n2
v
1

( v (r)V(K) = V( L
1

m r) +
r

m +4 + m(r)
-

1
=1

2
r=1

L

n. n.

V + 2yy cov( y .1", yj.k ). (4.28)=XY
i=1 r=i i<j r=1 k=1

Whennvn.are random the c variance term on (4.28) is very involved. When

they are constant, however,

where

U. n.
r () rj (k)COv( L mr. L m. = n.n. y q
r=1 I k=1 JZ=1

Thus we get

otherwise.

k<i

v(K) = y n.V + 2yy n.n, y (140j12, n -p
i°1 1 jZ=1

2

(4.29)

(4.30)

V. Use of Model for Evaluation and Desi n-

Introduction of a mathematical model is only df academic interest unless

its usefulness in solving real world problems is explained. In this section

we discuss the requirements for applying the model developed in the preceding

two sections.

The Markovian model can be used in two different situations: (1) evaluation

of existing networks and (2) development of design criteria for new networks.

The decision to apply the Markovian model to an existing network introduces

the problem of parameter estimation. The basic parameters in our model are

14
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the probability elements of the matrix P in (3.1). Maximum likelihood

estimates of these probabilities are given by the fraction of messages

referred from one center to amother [6]. That is, if n
i

is the number of

messages received by center Ci during an observation period, and nij of

these are referred to Lenter C then the estimate pij of the probability

is given by
n

Pi n,
-1

(5.1)

For an operating network, one can derive means and variances of costs

incurred by the message referral process. No theoretical forms for dis-

tributions need be assumed; empirical distributions can be used. Also

different forms of cost functions can be used to describe the situation. Once

these parameters have been estimated, the expected message cost can be obtained

using formulas developed in section IV and comparisons can be made between

two or more existing networks regarding their cost and effectiveness.

The extensive data collection necessary for model construction is provided

by the statistical reporting systems currently being implemented on digital

computers. An example is the TALON Medical Library Network's TRIPS System [7].

Applying the Markovian model to network design poses several problems re-

lated to parameter estimation, some of which can be handled through standard

techniques. Sufficient data may exist for the estimation of parameters:

(1) relating to message arrivals,
(2) describing the information resources,
(3) providing the message referral probabilities,
(4) indicating alternative message transfer modes, and
(5) furnishing costs involved throughout the network.

One estimate that is not easily obtained from data is the response time for

network requests. We must use a mathematical model to estimate response time

as a function of message arrival and service rates at individual centers of the

15
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network.

The mathematical model proposed for this purpose is a simple model from

queueing theory [8, 3 At each center the arriving messages are analogous

to customers in a queueing system and the processing of messages to the

service function. With this similarity in mind, we make the following

assumptions:

(1) At center C., users initiate request for information at the rateof Xii per unit time.

(2) Center C. also receives requests from center C. at the rate of
Per

X unit time. Let

X ----

(5. 2)

(3)

Thus Xi is the combined arrival rate at center C.
1.

The combined arrival process has the characteristics of aPoisson process with paramtIter Xi; i.e., if A(t) is thenumber of messages a riving during an interval of length
t, then

-X.t(X.On
Pr[A(t)=n) = I' On=02,..nt (5.3)

(4) The message processing times at center C. are independent and
identically distributed random variables wiLh mean bl and secondmoment b2 (i=1,2,...,L).

(5) Processing times are independent of the message arr val processand the number of messages waiting to be processed.

Let pi be the utilization factor for center C. defined by

Rate of arrival of messa es 1
= Xibi (5.4)Pi Rate of processing

Let R. be the expected response time at center Ci which is defined as the

time interval from the arrival of a message until its disposition at that

center.

Based on the.assumptions above, we can identify the message processing

at a center with the operation of a single server queueing system with similar

characteristics. Then the response time is given by [equation (1.196) of [9]]



R. =

2

2(1-pi)*
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(5.5)

In (5.5) estimates of parameters can be obtained through standard

techniques; therefore, estimates of R. (i=1,2,...,L) can be derived. These

estimates can be used in the determination of the expected costs y of (3.3)

e ther directly or in conjunction with other factors such as message transfer

costs.

VI. Summary and Discussion

Taking into account the uncertainties associated with the decisions made

each center of a strictly hierarchical network, a probabilistic model is

developed for the network cost. Expressions are given for the mean and

variance of the cost, end methods are suggested for the estimation of model

parameters required for application.

The strictly hierarchical network is very restrictive as evidenced by the

flexibility measure developed in [1] as well as the transition probability

matrix presented in (3.1). Even though the discussion in section II justifies

the use of the strictly hierarchical structure in many practical situations,

many types of network operations exist which do not belong to this class

[1, section III]. In such cases the transition probabilities of the message

referral schemes are usually non-stationary; thus further research is needed

for their analysis.

In section II, a sequential order of centers for message referrals is

presented assuming that the referral cost c.. between centers C and C. are
1.3

independent of the centers through which the message is referred. A more

realistic approach is to consider the probabilities of satisfying the request

at intermediate centers.
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The response time estimate is derived in (5.5) under very restrictive

assumptions. In assumption (3) of section V. the combined arrival process

is assumed to have the characteristics of a Poisson process. If the user

requests at each center follow a Poisson process and the processing times

at each center can be represented by independent and identically dis-

tributed random variables with the negative exponential density function

-1-1x x>0
f (x) Ci

0 x<0
(6.1)

then, in the long run, the Poisson assumption is justified. Note that we

have not assumed any specific form for the processing time distribution

in assumption (4). This reflects our belief that the mixture of different

types of arrivals at a center may justify the Poisson assumpfion even when

the processing time is not exponentially distributed. This contention needs

to be tested through data collected from network operation.

In assumption (4) of section V a single set of first end second moments

has been assumed for processing times at a center irrespective of the nature of

message disposition. Use of different sets of parameters for different types

of messages should present no problems in the extension of this model.

In the above discussion we emphasize that the present investigation solves

only some aspects of the general problem. We believe that further resea ch on

the remaining aspects should provide a strong theoretical base in the analysis

and design of information networks.

18
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